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Premium Word Smash! Prefixes, Roots and SuffixesWord Smash! Prefixes, Roots, and SuffixesThis brightly colored sheet acts as an arcade call, but it checks the words of your fourth-grader's knowledge strength.4th gradeReading - Writing you can create printed tests and sheets from these classes 4
Prefixes and Suffixes questions! Choose one or more questions using the flags above each question. Then click on the selected questions on the test button before moving to another page. The previous page 1 of 9 The next previous page 1 of 9 Following prefixes and suffixes are very important in
English. These are sets of letters that are often placed at the beginning of a word (prefix) or at the end of a word (suffix) to change its meaning. Click here for step-by-step Rules, Stories and Exercises to Practice All English tenses That's why we often see words that look similar but have different
beginnings or endings, and have similar meanings. Learning the most common prefixes and suffixes will help you learn a lot of new vocabulary. Look at the examples and tables in this article and practice with these set-top boxes and suffixes sheets. You will start to feel comfortable with them very quickly!
Prefixes and suffixes are two types of affixes. Browse them before continuing with these sheets. First, let's look at some of the most common prefixes and suffixes and how they are used. A set-top box is a set of letters that is added to the beginning of a word to change its meaning. Each console has a
general meaning, so you can understand what the word with the console means easier. Let's look at an example. Friendly First Man looks very friendly! I think it would be nice to spend time with him. The second person looks unfriendly. I don't think it would be much fun to spend time with him! In the
second sentence we see that we have added the console un- to the word friendly. This console does not mean or the opposite. Here are a few more examples with the UN prefix: a happy ---- unfortunate finished ---- unfinished believable ---- incredibly acceptable ---- unacceptable These words are all
adjectives. We can also use the UN- with verbs. Look at these examples: make ---- undo the plug-in ---- disable When you see a word that starts with the UN set-top box, you may know its meaning by looking at the root of the word (part that is not a set-top box or suffix). It could be a word you already
know! But be careful! Make sure you've seen the entire set-top box before deciding the meaning of the word. Look at the word below: Let's try to find a set-top box. Is it un-like in underdeveloped? No, that doesn't sound right! We know the word evolve, which means growing bigger or becoming more
advanced. This is the root of our word! Thus, the console should be which means lower, lower, or not enough. The word underdeveloped means undeveloped undeveloped The table below has some common prefixes, their meaning and an example of the word. The prefix Meaning Example of the word
dis-not, the opposite of dissent in- im-wrong, impossible to misunderstand again re-re-re -do again) un-uninteresting under-below, below, not enough underwater suffix set of letters that is added to the top of the word to change its meaning. Each suffix has a general meaning, so you'll be able to understand
what the word with suffix means easier. Let's look at example.lovelovable a couple getting married because they love each other very much. This teddy bear is so cute and attractive! In the second sentence, we see that we have added a suffix -capable of the word love. This suffix-capable means capable
of being or capable of being. So the word attractive means something can be loved, or it makes you feel love for it. Here are a few more examples with suffix-capable or -ible (depending on the root word): the present ---- real comfort ---- convenient depends ---- reliable coverage ---- achievable -capable is
an example of an adjective suffix. Every time you see a word ending in -capable, it's an adjective. Some suffixes are nouns suffixes. They always make a noun. For example, -ment talks about an action or a process: enjoy ---- pleasure treatment ---- treatment to manage ---- the government do you
remember the word underdeveloped that we look at a moment ago? The root of the word evolve. The root is the same, but we used the noun suffix ment, so it's a process or action developing. In the table below there are several common adjectives suffixes, their meaning and an example of the word.
Suffix Meaning Is an Example of the Word -able,-ible able to be horrible -ful full of beautiful -less having no toothless And here are some nouns suffixes, their meaning, and an example of the word. Suffix Meaning Example Of the word -home place or state of freedom -er the person who makes the
employee-ment action or payment process -Ness state of happiness Now that we've learned some common prefixes and suffixes, it's time to practice! Complete the sentences by writing the right console in the empty space. You can use the dictionary to help you. dis--in mis-re-un- under-1. I just can't
believe it! History is not _____believable! 2. No, this answer _____correct. That's not right. Let's look at this information again. We have to _____view it before the test. 4. I saw Allison just a minute ago, but now I can't find her! She seems to be _____appeared! 5. Oh, I'm sorry, I didn't hear you correctly. I
_____understood you. 6. Metro does not go on the ground like a normal train. It moves _____ground.Complete words that describe the pictures below. Use suffixes from the list.-able list.-able -less1. The first woman was very tired. She wants to rest! The second woman cannot stay put. She always wants
to move! She's rest_____. 2. The first dog is not cute. It's a little scary! The second dog is very cute! He's ador_____! 3. Jason writes a lot of lists, so he always remembers what he has to do. He never forgets! But Melanie doesn't remember anything! She's very forget_____! Make suggestions by
describing images with the correct suffix. You can use the dictionary to help you. I teach science at a big university. I'm a physics teach_____.2. Sir Alan is King Richard's best knight. He's brave and strong. He is the most important knight in the history of Richardking_____!3. Henrietta is my best friend.
She's beautiful! The best thing about her is her kind_____. She's always so good with people!4. Kids always have fun together. They never agree or have argu_____. 1. I just can't believe it! The story is incredible! 2. No, this answer is wrong. That's not right. Let's look at this information again. We have to
review it before the test. 4. I saw Allison just a minute ago, but now I can't find her! It seems that she is gone! 5. Oh, I'm sorry, I didn't hear you correctly. I misunderstood you. 6. Metro does not go on the ground like a normal train. It moves underground. The first woman was very tired. She wants to rest!
The second woman cannot stay put. She always wants to move! She's resting.2 The first dog is not cute. It's a little scary! The second dog is very cute! He's charming!3. Jason writes a lot of lists, so he always remembers what he has to do. He never forgets! But Melanie doesn't remember anything!
She's very forgetful. I teach science at a big university. I'm a physics teacher. 2. Sir Alan is King Richard's best knight. He's brave and strong. He is the most important knight in all of King Richard3. Henrietta is my best friend. She's beautiful! The best thing about her is her kindness. She's always so good
with people!4. Kids always have fun together. They never agree or argue. Please share this page with others: Suffixes -ful and -less FREE Complete each sentence with a word that has a suffix -ful or -less. Words include harmless, colorful, useless, and thankful.1st through 3rd degree Add -ed to the word
in brackets to complete each sentence. Students will have to change y to i and then add -ed. Words include copied, cried, tried, and studied.1st through the 3rd degree there are three ways to pronounce the suffix-ed. Sort words into three different pronunciation groups. Kindergarten until 2nd grade
decipher letters to make a word with suffix - or, -er, or -ist. Words include artist, traveler, reader and sailor.1st to 3rd degree Complete sentences with a word that ends -ed or -ing. Or - include espionage, crying, buying, trying, and going through 3rd class Suffixes -tion and -sion FREE Add suffix-zion or -
tion to each verb to make a noun. Then use each word in full sentence. Words include education, expansion, protection, subtraction, solution, and persuasion.2nd through 4th grade Homophone SheetsHomophones words that sound the same but have different spellings. Use these sheets to teach
students about homophones. Synonyms and Antonim SheetsSInonyms are words with similar meanings. Antonyms are words with opposite meanings. Check out our collection of synonyms and antonyms. Reading and writing sheetsIt page contains a full list of reading, writing, acoustics and grammar
sheets on STW. This set includes 4th class CCSS right prefixes and affixes, including 7 prefixes (re, pre, mis, dis, un, in, and non) and 7 suffixes (ble, ly, or, full, less, ness, and ment). Each includes a full color 81/2 per 11 poster highlighting the value of the prefix and suffixes, as well as one for each
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